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There was a time when Rob Stewart was 
convinced his family’s dairy farm needed 
a dam.

He’d contemplate this piece of costly 
irrigation infrastructure as he milked their 
herd of 130 to150 registered Holsteins.

For the Warwick, Queensland dairy 
farmer, he thought a dam could help 
mitigate the risk of fodder shortages 
in dry years and reduce any possible 
reliance on costly bought-in feed.

This could have been true – but it would 
have been unnecessary.

It turned out there was no need for the 
Stewart family to stump-up for this costly 
investment as an alternative plan not only 
required less capital outlay, but it also 
helped mitigate climate risk.

All Rob needed was a fresh perspective 
from an outside expert.

This industry consultant helped him, and 
his parents Bill and Coralie, use historical 
rainfall data and soil samples to devise 
a farm business model that maximised 
homegrown feed in “good” rainfall years 
to bolster fodder stores.

He got this advice through the 
Subtropical Dairy Our Farm Our Plan 
workshops where he and his parents 
developed feasible and realistic farm 
plans to ensure the sustainability of their 
business.

“If it wasn’t for the Dairy Australia 
program, we wouldn’t have got help,” 
Rob said. “We would have worked 
it out ourselves, but when there are 
professionals out there, their expertise 
is definitely worth chasing-up instead of 
making mistakes on our own.”

These free workshops, include one-on-
one professional support over two years 
and are designed to help farmers identify 
long term goals, improve business 
performance, and manage volatility. 

Our Farm Our Plan is a program designed 

by Dairy Australia and delivered in 
Queensland and northern NSW by 
Subtropical Dairy.

Rob saw the workshops advertised in 
the Subtropical Dairy Northern Horizons 
newsletter and registered for the COVID 
safe Zoom sessions. 

A former schoolteacher and three years 
into his return to the family farm, Rob 
wanted to develop a sustainable farm 
model that maximised returns without 
depleting their assets or hindering the 
businesses’ future.

“We wanted to see what the farm is 
capable of without pushing it beyond its 
means so that a fourth generation, my 
kids, can continue if they choose that 
path,” he said.

Participating in Our Farm Our Plan also 
prompted the Stewarts to address 
succession planning – providing Rob with 
a path from employee to farm ownership, 
while accounting for his three siblings 
off-farm.

Like all dairy farmers, Rob has little 
freetime.

Our Farm Our Plan not only highlighted 
the long term and business benefits 
of achieving a work-life balance, but 
thanks to the structure of the program, 
he understands how to achieve this and 
more through an investment in farm 
labour.

“We now have a full-time employee 
and two casuals (school students), so 
our goals from the Our Farm Our Plan 
sessions are lining up,” Rob said.

“With the extra labour, we are making 
sure we are getting the cropping and 
everything done when it should be. When 
that’s all being done properly, we should 
be able to get the feed stores up.”

The goals generated as part of the 
Subtropical Dairy Our Farm Our Plan 
sessions were intrinsically linked.

For example, planning an annual family 
holiday to ensure a better work-life 
balance results in improved on-farm 
management.

“It keeps us fresh on the farm. The idea 
that you know you can get away for 
a holiday gives us something to look 
forward to,” Rob said.

“You can zone-out because you know you 
have time to recover. It’s been important 
because the drought put a lot of pressure 
on us as a family, we are still exhausted 
mentally and need to freshen-up.”

The Stewarts were one of six dairy farm 
businesses taking part in the recent 
Subtropical Dairy facilitated Our Farm Our 
Plan workshops.

As part of the workshops Rob and his 
parents also developed a plan to build a 
new dairy and calf shed.

For Rob, the structure of a plan – 
backed by professional advice – and 
the accountability that comes with goal 
setting, provided confirmation about the 
sustainability of his family farm.

The modelling involved in the Stewart’s 
Our Farm Our Plan goals provided them 
with assurance that they can run a self-
sufficient operation and manage climate 
extremes.

“It was really good to see graphs on 
how much feed the cows consume 
throughout year and how this varies 
with different numbers of cows and how 
easily feed-on-hand changes due to the 
number of cows we are milking,” Rob 
said.

“It even showed, month-by-month, when 
feed would run low or when we’d have 
a deficit. It showed when we needed 
to have silage in the pits and what we 
should expect in a good and bad year. 
It has been refreshing to get that help 
from Subtropical Dairy and get all the 
latest information. It definitely gives us 
reassurance going forward.” 

Our Farm Our Plan

Future planning drives 
business sustainability
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